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Abstract 
The main tasks of Opinion Analysis of Online News comments are comment objects identification and determining 
polarities of comments. As most online comments are short sentences, the comment polarity should be analyzed on 
sentences level. Inspired by n-grams rational kernels theory, a new method, Distance-Weighted Count (DWC) of 
polarized word, is proposed in this paper. Unlike others weighted method, DWC is an unsupervised method and it can 
meet the requirement of Online News comments processing. Experiments results show that our method is capable of 
analyzing polarity of online news comments with higher precision and can satisfy the requirements of online news 
comments analysis. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduce
With the development of web2.0 technology, netizenes have transformed from information receiver to
information sender. Online News comments are most common information netizenes posted. After 
reading all or part of online news, some netizenes generally submit a piece of comment about topics they 
are interested in on portals which we call online news comments, and similar to Blog and BBS etc. these 
online comments fall within subjective text as they reflect netizen’s opinion or sentiment about comment 
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objects. Potential applications of comment analysis are numerous such as business intelligence, 
information filter, decision support system, government intelligence and so on [1-3]. With the expansion 
and broadening influence of Internet Media, research on opinion and sentiment of netizen’s comments has 
attracted more attention and emerges as a hot spot in the field of text mining. 
Being different with Text Classification (TC), opinion analysis tends to extract polarity information 
existing in text. As it is hard to understand text semantic through computer at present, opinion analysis 
can be viewed as a transitional step from text classification to text semantic understanding. Opinion 
should include four elements, specifically, they are Holder, Topic (or Object), Claim and Sentiment [4]. 
The main task of opinion analysis is to determine the above four elements. Depending on different data 
processed, related papers mostly focused on one subfield of opinion analysis such as holder identification 
[5], sentiment polarity classification [6] etc. Of all, the study of sentiment polarity classification has more 
attention [7, 8]. 
In online news comments, the holder and the claim are obvious and they are respectively netizen who 
submits the comment and the content of comment, so, object identification and sentimental polarity 
classification appear as the main task of opinion analysis of it. Compared with product comments, the 
time of most news events occurring are unpredictable, and different events can contain different contents, 
so objects of news comment cannot be pre-determined. On the other hand, objects of news comments will 
change with event evolution, so it cannot be determined by ontology method too. Supervised methods are 
not work for news comments processing. An unsupervised method for identify objects of news is 
proposed in [9], however, there are not further step of sentiment polarity identified. In this paper, a new 
method of Distance-Weighted Count (DWC) of polarized words is proposed for opinion classification.  
Training sets are not necessary in our method, and it can meet the demand of news comments processing.  
2. Related Works 
Online news comments analysis pertain to the field of opinion analysis. Now related researches on 
comment analysis mainly focus on comments of movie and product. Supposing that polarity of one piece 
of comment text is unique, Pang and Lee use Bayes model, ME and SVM algorithm respectively to 
determine the polarity of movie comments by using words as feature items to present comment text, 
however, the precision is far lower than that of text classification[10]. Sentiment classification of text is a 
very difficult task, [11, 12] show that there is a relationship of some kind between applied data sets and 
precision of machine leaning algorithms. Sentimental classification of movie comments is implemented 
on document level, and is a classification method of large granularity whose result also is coarse. 
Compared with movie comments, the method of product comments classification usually is carried out on 
less granularity of sentence level. As a few words are included in a sentence, methods of polarized words 
count (or weighted count) and pattern matching are most used for sentimental classification in sentence 
level comments, such as product comments and stock comments [14], and it is necessary to build 
automatically sentimental dictionary and pattern library [15]. Turney’s SO-PMI method for automatic 
building polarized dictionary is the most typical one. Besides, some websites also provide polarized 
dictionary such as HowNet, NTUSD and so on. According to these dictionaries and some semantic rules, 
we can determine the polarity of comments. Considering the characteristics of news comments, [9] 
employs APC to extract key sentences from news which are then used to identify potential objects. And 
then comments containing explicit objects are utilized to build HDCS of objects to identify implicit ones. 
After identifying objects, in our paper, we classify the polarity of comments by the method of distance-
weighted count of polarized words. Our method can process unlabeled corpus and should overcome the 
challenges of timeliness arose inherently from online news comments.  
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3. Methods 
3.1. The method of PWC 
Comment objects recognizing and comments polarity analysis are two important task of online 
comment processing. In our methods, Comment objects recognizing use methods proposed in [9].As most 
online comments are short sentences, the comment polarity should be analyzed on sentences level. It is 
difficult to identify semantic on the level of sentences at present, then the methods of Polarized Word 
Count (PWC) and pattern match are still commonly used for identifying the polarity. Some research has 
shown that using the polarity dictionary and experience semantic rules can get a good result [14]. The 
method of PWC described as follows: 
For a piece of text, we use PC and NC to denote the count of positive-polarized and negative-polarized 
words respectively. Then the polarity of object can be decided through (1): 
Poloarityt = positivive  if (PC - NC>δ); 
Poloarityt =negative if (NC - PC <δ);  (1) 
If above cases cannot be satisfied, the comment of the objects are decided to be neutral. In (1), polarity 
words weights cannot be taken into consideration. The method is naive. 
3.2. The methods of DWC 
Inspired by n-grams rational kernels theory [16], we propose a new method, Distance-Weighted Count 
(DWC) of polarized word, for identifying the polarity of comments. It is different with the simple PWC 
and traditional polarized words weighting count, and the latter need to pre-determine the weight of 
polarized words. In our method their weights are calculated according to the distance between comment 
objects and polarized words. The shorter the distance is, the greater the weights are, and vice versa. In 
DWC, an explicit comment Cex is regarded as a word sequence Cex=w1w2…wn. For comments with only 
unique object, we use Lwi to denote the position of polarized word 
wi in the word sequence and Lo to 
represent the position of object word which is closest to wi, then weights of polarized words are calculated 
according as [11]. For comments with multi-objects, distances are computed within one sentence and 
weight of polarized word wi is also achieved by (2).  
Wwi = λ|Lwi - Lo|  (2) 
When analyzing polarity of comments, we employ the sentimental word tables of HowNet [17] in which, 
positive polarity list contains approval words and delighted ones while negative polarity list includes 
disapproval words and dispirited ones; Semantic rules are very subtle and we only consider negation case 
and discard other rules difficultly-recognized. When encountering negation words, we simply reverse the 
polarity. For a specific object, we use (1) decided the polarity of comments. 
4. Experiments and results 
4.1. data sets 
Our experiment data sets come from online comments about the 2008 Snow Disaster in southern 
China, which contains 1447 pieces of news text and 35337 comment entries, which span from 1/20/2008 
to 3/4/2008. Statistical results show that most news has few comments, and the number of news with 
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many comments is limited. News with many comments can be regarded as hot news as these news 
obtains more attention and comments, and these comments are important data for opinion analysis. 
We select 3 pieces of news text which possess the most comments for analysis, and their numbers of 
comments and explicit comments identified are shown in Table 1. We use number ID to index news 
instead of their titles.  
Table 1. Number of comments and explicit comments 
News ID Numbers of Comments Number of Explicit Comments 
No.1 2322 1069 
No.3 1274 932 
No.5 945 760 
4.2. Results 
Our experiment selects explicit comments of online news of No. 1, No. 3 and No. 5 as corpus. And 
parameters of DWC are set as: λ=0.8 andδ=0.2. We also test the method of simple PWC. Only accuracy 
of polarity classified is evaluated and results are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Accuracy of PWC and DWC 
News ID Number of Explicit Comments accuracy of PWC accuracy of DWC 
No.1 1069 0.736 0.771 
No.3 932 0.782 0.807 
No.5 760 0.764 0.792 
Results of Table 2 show that rates of polarity identification are related to the topics of comments and 
fluctuate over different topics; WDC takes into account the distance between polarized words and objects 
and can better reflect the relationship between polarized words and objects. It can achieve higher 
precisions than simple PWC by as much as 3%.  
5. Conclusion 
This paper proposes a feasible solution for opinion analysis of online news comments. Our methods do 
not require tagging corpus and can meet the timeliness challenge for online news comments processing. 
Our paper mainly devotes to the procession of static online news comments, and our future work would 
be focused on improving the precision of opinion analysis and research on dynamics of comments so that 
we can offer supports for related departments 
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